
between the public and nuclear professionals very difficult and even conflicting because both sides speak
in fact a different language and are not even aware of this.
The quality of and scientific accuracy information on web pages retrieved by the key words "energy",
"radiation" and "radioactivity" were analysed. In Slovenian language, the key word "energy" produced
the greatest number of hits, but the pages dealing with "bioenergy", "life energy", "positive and negative
energy", and the like were twice as frequent as the pages dealing with energy in a physical science sense.
Under the key word "radiation approximately half of the pages could be classified as "new age" pages
and the other half gave an adequate physical explanation. Searching with the key word "radioactivity"
gave only a few pages but they contained exact physical explanations, mainly on measurements and
radioactive decay but not on the effects of radioactive materials on human health which is the main
interest of the public. The situation was similar on web pages in english.

The information on web sites was not always scientifically correct, sometimes it was illogical, impossible
to prove and contradictory to scientific knowledge. Nevertheless, this information is regarded as relevant
by many and acts as a background to their opinions and standpoints. The probability of misinterpretation
of relevance of different information sources by the public is highly probable within the Slovene
population because there is a rather low level of functional literacy. About three quarters of the
population falls to the first and second level of the five functional literacy levels. Consequently a rather
poor ability of understanding and handling written information can be expected in the majority of the
population. People are willing to accept metaphysical ideas about radiation and energy but are less likely
to think about them in a scientific context, even if they are provided with exact, clear, logical and simple
explanations.

Being aware of these facts, it is important to always check the context in which the information we
present in our public communication materials might be understood. In order to achieve informed public
decisions about nuclear facilities, the influence of subjective cognitive schemes and concepts should be
taken into account. Because it is impossible to influence directly the quality of available information from
other sources, it is advisable to recognise different "energy" and "radiation" concepts and to provoke a
genuine individual cognitive conflict between them. Real communication and mutual understanding can
be expected only after a thorough reconstruction and unification of individual concepts that the public
relates to nuclear issues.
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Keypoints

• The Slovenian ENS - Young Generation Network presented itseff on a job fair and promoted the
nuclear branch by linking students and eployers in the nuclearfield.

• The main objectives were to increase the interest for the employment and study of nuclear
engineering but in connection with this also to explain the nature of nuclear power and their
popularisation among undergraduate students.
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The direct results of this fair were a couple of job-interviews and some new postgraduate and
diploma students in the nuclear field and the impression was, that the stimulation of a job-offer is a
good motivation for the enlargement of the interest for the nuclear branch among a wide student
structure.

Summary

We describe the way in which we have appeared on a job-fair, organised for the connection between
employers and students.

We have offered jobs in the nuclear branch and by gaining the interest of the participants (mainly
students) were able to popularise nuclear energy. In this way we dealt with two big problems: the lack of
new young professionals in the field and the public opinion, not generally in favour of the use of nuclear
energy.

Present situation

The interest for the study on technical universities in Slovenia has decrease in the last years. This trend is
of long duration and constant and should be cared for. It is especially evident on the classical technical
faculties like mechanical engineering since many of the technically oriented students prefer to choose
information technology.

The nuclear branch is still more exposed to the lack of new experts due to the fact that Slovenia's only
nuclear power plant in Kr9ko will presumable stop with the operation in 2023 and is not of interest for
new young professionals not assuring them employment for their entire lifespan.

In the nuclear field we fear about the gap between the old and the young generation of experts, which
could lead to the aggravation of knowledge transfer.

The public opinion in Slovenia is, generally speaking, in favour of the nuclear option noticing more
adherents than opponents. The reason can be found also in the recent modernisation and upgrade of the
Kr9ko power plant, vastly covered by the media. But there are groups, fighting for the closure of Kr9ko
NPP, as well.

Gaining new students and improving public image through a job-fair

The Slovenian Young Generation Network (YGN) is a member of the ENS - Young Generation Network,
which is a union of young professionals in the nuclear field.

Job-opportunity fairs are popular occasions for the linkage of students and employers. The biggest fair,
held in the last year in Ljubljana, was Getwork 2001 and most of the country's perspective companies
presented themselves.

In the Slovene YGN we decided to use the opportunity of Getwork to achieve two main goals:

1. the presentation of the employment possibilities in the nuclear branch
2. the popularisation of nuclear energy among students

For this occasion the YGN gathered mainly all of the Slovenian companies in the nuclear field. We held
meetings with the representatives of the companies to motivate them for their appearance on the fair. In
this way we have gathered form the industry the companies

Nuclear Power Plant Kr§ko
Agency for Radioactive Waste Management
Nuclear Safety Administration
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These were interested primarily in engineers. From the Science and education branch we have gathered
the

"Jo2ef Stefan" Institute

• reactor physics department
• reactor engineering department
• Milan (�opi6 Nuclear Training Centre
• department of Environmental Sciences

Faculty for Mechanical Engineering of the University of Ljubljana

Their main interest was focused on postgraduate students but also on engineers.

It should be mentioned that the most important association for our appearance on the fair was'the Nuclear
Society of Slovenia as a supporter and sponsor.

Realization

On the fair the companies were allowed to present themselves on assigned exhibition space with a size of
9 M2. We equipped ours with a PWR fuel element model and various posters and fliers, presenting
nuclear energy.

Our animators were mainly postgraduate students of nuclear
engineering or younger employees from other companies, each
recruiting students for their own company. In the conversations
with students we focused mainly on:

0 The presentation of the work and the employment possibilities
in the nuclear firms.

We were introducing the nature of the graduate program
�uclear engineering.
0 We explained that there will be much work for a nuclear
engineers after the closure of the r9ko NPP as well since the
decommission takes many years.

As the students showed interest we developed discussions
....... :bout the nuclear field and its future in general.

Debates about nuclear energy with
students in the proximity of a fuel

element model.

The response of a part of the two thousand students, visiting the job fair during the two days, was good.
We had many discussions with them and gained the impression that the awareness about nuclear in
general is good (at least among students).

During the fair we gained the impression that the stimulation through a job-offer is a good motivation for
the enlargement of the interest for the nuclear branch. This hold for a wide student structure. After the
presentation of the employment possibilities we could freely discuss with them about the nuclear power
and the associated risks.

The direct results of this fair were a couple of job-interviews and one new graduate student as well as
some potential diploma students in the nuclear field.
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Future work

Due to the positive experience we will take part in the following job-fairs. The idea for the next one is to
additionally equip our exhibition space with experiments, connected with radioactivity and a multimedia
computer.

Although all the results were not visible immediately we believe that the efforts of the preparations are
worth them.
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Keypoint

There are many ways to have influence on public opinion. Ordinarily we use mass edia, but why we
forget about our children? Young people are more curious and sensitive to new information by virtue
of their age. Children involve parents in their activity, argue, stand upon their own point of view...
Very often parents get new information from their children. And what is more, the youth will make
public opinion in the nearestfuture.

Summary

Air and soil pollution, increased water discharge and energy consumption, forest and plant fires are often
caused by low general and ecological culture.

Nuclear power has long been a main target of environmental campaigners, in Europe as well as America.
The past 200 years have seemed to reinforce their case: the Chernobyl accident was compounded by fears
that a similar disaster could occur in any of the antiquated graphite-cooled reactors, revelations that leaks
and mishaps from Windscale/Sellafield were far worse than originally reported, campaigns against
reprocessing in Germany and Japan and alanning data on nuclear hazards from sunken Russian
submarines and leaking waste storage tanks.

The International Center for Environmental Safety of Minatom of Russia (ICES MR) is an autonomous
non-commercial rganisation. The mission of the Center is to assist in environment improving and
consolidation of international contacts in environmental safety, to assist in development of te positive
public perception of nuclear power.

We attach great significance to interaction with the public, administrations of regions and State Duma
deputies.
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